Course: Intercultural Media Design + IMD Lab

Faculty: Media and Information  
Course ID: M+I403, M+I404

Lecturer: Prof. Daniel Fetzner  
Teaching Format: seminar, lab work

Language: English  
Teaching Semester: winter  
Number of Semesters: 1

Assessment: seminar paper and oral presentation, lab work  
ECTS Credits: 6

Prerequisites
- none

Learning Outcomes
- Participants extend their ability for the audiovisual language of color, form, typography, sound, interactive and audiovisual media with emphasis on intercultural communication  
- Commercial, scientific and artistic forms of media communication will be applied to analyse design projects  
- Sensibility for interdisciplinary fields of visualisation and sonification will be augmented seminar and laboratory are part of an intercultural team learning process

Contents
- The students start with a self portrait and a reflection about their personal belongings. They document their daily observations in groups out of five people via different media like text, sound and video.